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The Handbook of Conflict Resolution,
by Morton Deutsch and Peter T. Coleman (Eds.)
Review by Steven E. Sternler

Human beings across the globe differ in a dizzying number of ways; yet there is at least one common link that we all share. Each of us, whether we are black, white, young, old, rich, or poor, will grapple with conflict at some point in our lives. Some conflicts are interpersonal; others are intrapsychic. Some are intractable; others are manageable. Morton Deutsch and Peter Coleman, two leading experts in the field of conflict resolution, have assembled an impressive array of researchers whose charge was to create a volume illustrating how key social psychological theories can be used to understand conflict and to facilitate its resolution. The Handbook of Conflict Resolution successfully fulfills this charge.

Theoretical Orientation

The editors state up front that their goal is not to review the empirical research on conflict resolution per se, but rather "to enrich the field by presenting the theoretical underpinnings that throw light on the fundamental social psychological processes involved in understanding and managing conflicts at all levels." p. 10. Toward this end, the chapter authors discuss the relevance of a wide variety of theories in areas such as personality, communication, trust, power, justice, attribution, conceptual change, and decision making. One particular strength of the volume is that the chapter authors are diligent in adequately defining and briefly describing the mechanisms they discuss.
Framing

Most people tend to view conflicts as a zero-sum game, meaning that for one side to win, the other must lose. What Deutsch and others point out, however, is that conflicts tend to take a much more destructive course when parties view conflict in competitive terms. Framing conflict as a competition tends to lead people to overcommit to a particular position (e.g., “Iraq is evil”), rather than committing to a course of action based on particular interests (e.g., the safety and security of citizens). Overcommitment to a position is especially dangerous because it undermines hope and preempts the search for common interests. The authors point out that overcommitment forces a dichotomy (agree or disagree) and may lead to actions that are bad for both sides, even when creative solutions exist that could preserve the individual interests of each side. This notion fits in well with work by Tannen (1998), who has observed that the United States, and the media in particular, seem to be obsessed with framing difficult conflicts in ways that emphasize polar dichotomies, as if there were only two possible sides to any issue (e.g., abortion, the death penalty). When framing in this way, people tend to focus on positions rather than on interests, thereby impeding efforts at creative conflict resolution. Many of the chapter authors in this volume point out that when conflicts are reframed and approached as mutual problems to be solved, the results are typically much better for everyone involved (Coleman, Thompson, and Nadler), a finding corroborated by work in other areas as well (Kohn, 1992). The chapters by Marcus and by Johnson, Johnson, and Tjosvold discuss important implications of framing. They argue that although the term conflict has a negative connotation, conflict is not necessarily a bad thing. Conflict implies instability, and although most people and organizations are not comfortable with instability, some level of conflict within an organization, or even an individual, is necessary for meaningful change to occur. Sandy and Cochran corroborate this claim and note that conflicts within the classroom can be advantageous when they are framed as teachable moments for educators. Although this idea is encouraging in the abstract, more examples would have clarified the practical application of the concept even further.

Perspective Taking

Although it is important to frame conflict as a mutual problem to be solved, it is equally important for those engaged in conflict to attempt to understand the conflict from the other party’s point of view. Coleman points out that one of the biggest challenges in the field of conflict resolution is to get opponents to view each other as part of the same moral community. Indeed, one technique used by those interested in escalating conflict and inciting hatred is to refer to one’s adversary as some type of “evil other” (see Baumeister, 1999, for a review of the psychology of evil) because it is psychologically easier to remain in conflict with those we perceive as different from us. Opper, Deutsch, and Coleman each point out that some of the greatest atrocities in human history have been carried out by moral people (e.g., good family people, faithful to a particular religion) who simply excluded the “evil other” from their moral community. The implication is that the capacity to understand the world from the perspective of the “other” is critically important to the successful diffusion of conflicts. The chapter by Raider, Coleman, and Gerson discusses a program they have developed in an attempt to operationalize and test this idea. Their program shares some common features with the work currently being undertaken by Stemberg and his colleagues (1998, 2001).

Conflict implies instability, and although most people and organizations are not comfortable with instability, some level of conflict within an organization, or even an individual, is necessary for meaningful change to occur.
data on their implementation and evaluation and answer questions such as: What are some examples of how to turn conflicts in the classroom into teachable moments? How durable are intervention effects? How are the effects of the intervention measured? The three chapters related to practice found within this volume are a fair beginning, but a broad enough range of conflict resolution programs now exist to warrant a separate volume devoted to practice.

Overall, The Handbook of Conflict Resolution is an outstanding reference, and I highly recommend it to anyone who is interested in the arena of conflict resolution. The book makes a major contribution to the arena of conflict resolution by translating social psychological theory into a critically important domain. The theoretical framework laid out by this book charts the course for the next generation of research in conflict resolution. After reading this volume, anyone interested in the field of conflict resolution will have no trouble conceiving of dozens of unsolved research questions just waiting to be explored.

The importance of understanding conflict and its resolution is not an academic thought exercise. Wars and terror currently plague our world, as they have throughout history. We need wise strategies for resolving conflict and we need them urgently. The theoretical framework is in place; what is needed is more practical implementation of these ideas. The conflict resolution programs outlined take promising steps in the right direction but only scratch the surface of what remains to be achieved within the field.
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Remembering What to Do and What You Did

Memory for Action: A Distinct Form of Episodic Memory? by Hubert D. Zimmer, Ronald L. Cohen, Melissa J. Guyan, Johannes Engelkamp, Reza Korni-Nouri, and Mary Ann Foley (Eds.)

Review by Lars Nyberg

The German scientist Hermann Ebbinghaus is often referred to as the father of the modern science of memory. Ebbinghaus emphasized many important aspects of a scientific approach to the study of memory, including the importance of replication. In addition, Ebbinghaus proposed that to come up with an unbiased measure of memory, the to-be-remembered information should be free from preexisting associations. He therefore claimed that students of memory should use artificial materials in their experiments. Later scientists argued against this claim and suggested that an inherent quality of memory is linking what is to be remembered with what is already known (i.e., processing knowledge). Therefore, it was argued, the information in memory experiments should be meaningful, and the majority of experiments during the second half of the 20th century involved words, sentences, and pictures. The present volume may be seen as taking this argument one step further by arguing for the importance of studying memory for actions. The basic argument is that actions, by definition, have an output component, whereas traditional memory information is limited to input into memory, and a central tenet in the book is that output components may contribute in important ways to memory performance.

Kinds of Actions

There are many kinds of actions. Some of the kinds of actions that are not discussed in this book are cognitive and motor skills, and general knowledge about actions considered is not discussed either. Instead, the focus is on laboratory studies of episodic memory for actions. Although this may be seen as a very narrow perspective on memory for actions, it is clear from the book that there are indeed a number of different approaches to the study of episodic action memory.

One approach that has been used in quite a number of studies is to instruct participants to perform mini-tasks like break the match or open
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Social psychology is the scientific study of how people’s thoughts, feelings, and behaviors are influenced by the actual, imagined, or implied presence of others (Allport 1998). By this definition, scientific refers to the empirical method of investigation. The terms thoughts, feelings, and behaviors include all of the psychological variables that are measurable in a human being.
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